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- This is a long term situation. Please start thinking in those terms.

The situation in which we find ourselves is a long time developing and will not be fixed in one or two 
elections. It will take all of us becoming involved at every level. From your municipal committees to 
Boards of Education to running for municipal, county and state offices. It will involve sacrifice as 
previous generations of Americans have sacrificed. You will however, be sacrificing for your children's 
liberty.

- Civic Technology – The Election Industry

A document has been posted to the CJCU website. I will review briefly what is in it but I encourage you to
educate yourselves and do your own research. It is an overview of the 'civic technology', 'election 
industry' that has now arisen due to a political agenda seeking to control our election process. The 
Zuckerberg funding played are large role in influencing our elections via large grants for COVID materials
as well as new machines.  Most counties in New Jersey are now purchasing Dominion machines regardless of 
whether WeThePeople have concerns about the technology on board these devices.  There will be early voting
and the machines will be in place for 10 days in various locations throughout the county.  Mercer County 
staff said the machines used in early voting would not be used in regular election day voting due to the 
setup.

- Data Analysis

Jeff is presenting the findings of Dr. Douglas Frank, from Ohio, who is a physicist/chemist by trade.  He 
and other data experts throughout the country have identified patterns which are indicators, that an 
algorithm was in use by some entity during the election.  

Three other data experts whose work you might have seen talked about in the media.  Pattern recognition 
specialist Jovan Pulitzer from Texas, reported that he has obtained a commitment to fund his forensic 
audit of the 2020 election in Michigan. Yesterday, he announced that he     has   been able to secure the verbal  
commitment from a private donor to fully fund my PKAD initial Forensic Audit of every ballot in Michigan 
voted in the 2020 General Election.

Bobby Piton is a managing partner of an investment firm. From Illinois, he used Arizona’s official 
government data to run his analysis. He asserts the “biggest fraud in the history of our constitutional 
republic is taking place right before our eyes.” Piton presented his findings and said that he would never
have certified Arizona’s election results.

People throughout NJ analyzing the voter data from 11/3 as well as the content and data quality of the 
voter rolls. People with several decades of database and data management experience are looking at the 
entire election process here in New Jersey. Our goal is to meet with election officials in each county and
review our findings which are many. And the same findings appear in each county in various amounts.

Remember, this is NON-PARTISON. Both parties have misbehaved in elections in New Jersey for generations. 
But now, it's time to stop the mismanagement and manipulation. Again, this is a long term effort and you 
as the voter must stay vigilant and engaged. At this time, I can describe some of the issues we have 
uncovered but more is in the offing and we are really just getting off the ground. Project management of 
this type with volunteers is difficult with people trying to live their lives and save their country at 
the same time.

Today, you can participate in the effort to get a ‘forensic audit’ to happen here in New Jersey by signing
the affidavit at the Convention of States table.  My understanding is that today is the last day for this 
particular effort.


